
To Be Real 

 

What does it mean to develop? 

 

 Cathy was going to have a wild ride. She was going to be a twenty-eight-year-old 

high school English teacher who risks everything to gain inspiration to write the book . A 

failed writer that never managed to get published, she was going to be determined to do 

whatever it took to craft a legacy. Her inspiration would come from an affair she started 

with her new, eighteen year old student. He would be a classic bad boy—a bag filled of 

drugs, danger, and car racing. She would have to overcome it all in order to pursue her 

subject. As Cathy started her secret affair with him, she would become engulfed in a 

world of distress and drama that would certainly be excellent material for the book deal 

that was calling her name.  

 That was the story detailed in the treatment for my script of my first class in 

feature film screenplay writing. I thought it had everything a movie should have—a 

protagonist with a goal, obstacles, and edge.  But, when I visited my professor’s office 

hours, he had a very different take on the idea. Sitting in his office, he extracted my 

treatment. I could see inked upon it a “B-“ with a circle surrounding it. It felt to me like I 

was staring at the stamp of death—the B- morphing into a skull and crossbones.  

 “It’s just that you’re trying to make this a ‘plot’ driven movie. This needs to be a 

character driven movie,” my professor stated as he leaned back in his chair like he was 

delivering news as simple as the fact that it was cloudy that day. “You need to focus on 

Kathy and her development as a character. Instead, you have her getting into a car chase. 



This is not a car chase movie. And we should focus more on her emotions as she gets 

entangled with this guy—not the end goal.” 

 I didn’t know how to process his feedback. I was a playwright at heart, and as I 

made the transition into a screenplay writer, I thought this was exactly what movies were 

supposed to be. They were supposed to be filled with car chases, with characters driven 

to succeed at any cost. They were supposed to be bursting with plot turns and scenes that 

lasted two pages or less. What did he mean that I should focus on her development and 

not her goal? Characters in films were all about goals.  

 I left my professor’s office with his feedback clenched tightly in my hands. I 

didn’t want to look at it. I wanted to crumple it and feed it to a sewer rat. Not only had I 

been set on telling this story, but I had already written the entire first act three weeks 

ahead of time. I was a junior in college, and I had determined that this class would be 

pivotal to my career. To do well in this class meant I would get into the screenwriting 

subcon. To get into the screenwriting subcon would mean both validate me as a writer 

and also mean that I would have a chance at making money off of my work. If I had 

enough talent to make money off of my work, I would be able to be hired onto a TV 

writing staff (which, as I was constantly reminded, was the only place in which writers 

could make a living). If I didn’t succeed in this class, I was doomed. My future began to 

seem very bleak.  

 

 

 

 



What is it to have a goal? 

 

 God, he has a beautiful face, I thought to myself as I sat across from Jim at a bar. 

It was our first time meeting—I had only seen him before on his OKcupid profile. His 

eyelids had this perfect slant to them, and his smile looked like it had been cosmetically 

designed. I felt afraid. He was the type of pretty that made me blush every time I sounded 

dumb by saying the word “like” and made me calculate my posture like it was 

choreography. 

 It was the beginning of my junior year in college, and I was searching for a 

boyfriend. At that moment, I had a screenplay serving as the epicenter of my studies and 

it was going to absolute shit. I was failing miserably at understanding Cathy’s “character 

development,” and I instead decided to focus my attention on my own romantic 

endeavors. I was at a pivotal point in my life—I had been single for more than a year, had 

no idea where my future was going, and felt that my best hope for stability would be 

found in a man. Jim, perfectly enough, was a PhD student in physics. I took his highly 

scientific interests as a sign of stability and his PhD as a sign of husband potential. I was 

on the precipice of turning twenty-one, and I felt that if I couldn’t attract a boyfriend at 

such a youthful state in my being, I was doomed to loneliness for eternity.  

 “So what are you planning to do in your future?” Jim asked me.  

 I held back anxiety as I stated, “I’m going to write for television, I think. It’s 

where all the jobs are right now for writers.” 

 He nodded and smiled. I could imagine what he was thinking. “Oh, god, what a 

hopeless soul.” And, to be honest, I couldn’t disagree with him.  



 As I walked home with Jim, I could imagine attaining a romance with him. I 

could imagine a promise of stability. I could imagine a boost in my image. I could 

imagine the path to a happiness that relationships were supposed to give you. That type of 

happiness that comes from waking up next to someone on a regular basis and not caring 

that their breath was atrocious and them not caring that you drooled all over their pillow. 

I could imagine a story unfolding, and I liked it. 

  

What is it to be lost? 

 

 “Don’t go into this industry unless you want to be degraded on a daily basis, if 

you want your work ripped apart, and if you want to have no stability,” a film producer 

said at a presentation for the film department. I could feel a wave on anxiety hitting those 

of us in the room. We were all young film students hoping to seek wisdom on how to 

make it in the film and television industry, and this man, possibly unaware of it, seemed 

to be the sponsor of the “Fuck a trying a life in Hollywood” club. 

 “After I did my thesis for my MFA in LA, my professor just ripped it to shreds. 

He basically wrote me a twenty page letter explaining why I should not direct films,” the 

producer said this with a smile as we all looked on in horror. “And in that awful moment, 

I decided I was going to go into a classroom and kill myself. I decided there was nothing 

left I could do with my life. I decided I would be able to hang myself with some 

projection equipment or whatnot and so I walked into a dark classroom, ready to take my 

life. But, the classroom I stumbled into ended up not being empty like I had thought. It 



had a movie playing—and what did I see? “It’s a Wonderful Life” was playing. And I 

began to sob thinking about having almost attempted suicide.” 

 I think that all of us students were shocked at his anecdote. I admired his honesty, 

but I also imagined myself in his same situation if I ever went to LA. Except, in my 

imagination, the room I walked into would in fact be empty with no movie playing. It 

would be empty and dark and have a big black cord conveniently dangling from the 

ceiling. I would not be saved by the grace of a movie, but I would be fucked by the 

trauma of the movie industry. 

 I volunteered to ask a question. “So, how did you push through those obstacles?” I 

asked.  

 “Well,” the producer said with a smile that made it seem like he was looking back 

on the good old days, “You’ve gotta see it as you’re living your life as a movie. If you 

were the main character in your movie, how would you live your life? What goal would 

you go after? What would be your journey?” 

 I exited the building, and my entire world seemed to be operating in a way that 

was unfamiliar. I was now certain that I would not in fact go into television, because, 

reasonably, I did not want to be a degraded suicidal mess. In that moment, the early 

October air seemed to lack oxygen and the wind seemed to be blowing in slow motion. I 

now felt that I was without a path—without a vision. The street seemed to extend in front 

of me as if its pavement would never end and my journey would never reach a 

destination. I couldn’t imagine a narrative in which I could situate my future. I felt utterly 

lost, and to make things worse, I hadn’t changed a thing in Cathy’s story. She was still 



determined to get her book deal, and I was now swearing off storytelling. I concluded 

that my script, and quite possibly my life, would be an utterly mediocre piece of work.  

 

What is it to fail? 

 

 “Do you even like me?” I asked after about an hour after considering whether or 

not I should utter those words. I was in bed with Jim, our naked legs intertwined with 

each other’s. We had been seeing each other for the past month rather intensely. One of 

those weeks, I spent more time in his bed than my own, and for a moment I thought my 

conquest might have been successful. But, just an hour earlier that night, he proved me 

wrong on our possible success. 

 I had been sitting across the living room from him as I attempted to write a scene 

due for a class reading the next day. I wasn’t really rewriting the Cathy story, but I was 

five-page-chunks of my script to make it appear to my professor that I was in fact 

rewriting it. I knew I was definitely going to need participation points in that class. At 

this point, I was supposed to be halfway through the script and I had instead only 

accumulated ten pages outside of the act one I had already written and needed to totally 

revise. I was failing, but I was also becoming numb to the pain. Like a person must 

become numb to a needle while getting an enormous tattoo, I was becoming numb to the 

script constantly jabbing at my self-esteem. 

 As I typed, Jim did his PhD physics work that I assumed I could never understand 

and periodically picked up his phone to text. There was something suspicious about his 

texting. He had that smile and excited widening eye people only get when they’re talking 



to someone that is either giving them a boner or making their heart swell. I 

inconspicuously managed to get a look over his shoulder too see his phone. 

 “Are you on scruff?” I asked him, confronting him about the gay hookup app that 

I knew he had used.  

 Jim tucked his phone away quickly, apologizing. I knew we were not committed, 

but this seemed to be a high violation of the laws of casual dating. One does not, if they 

are interested in any regard, chat with people on a hookup app while their potential mate 

sits across from them on a stay-at-home date. I felt that I was losing control of the 

situation—I was most definitely failing.  

 And, so, I asked him as we lay in his bed that night, “do you still like me?” and he 

let out a sigh.  

 “I like you right now. But…I don’t want to promise anything for the future. I…I 

just don’t rush into investing. That’s now how I work. I mean, I fucked my last boyfriend 

for a year before we actually dated.” 

 My body tensed. I wasn’t looking for the now—I was looking for the future. I was 

looking to fulfill an objective.  

 I slept horribly next to him that night—but I had always slept horribly next to 

him. He would fall asleep, and I would toss and turn and stare out of his window at the 

streetlight hitting the cinderblock across from us. I would wonder if he was worth 

trusting—I would wonder if we would be a success story as a couple. It was impossible 

falling to sleep next to someone who I knew could leave. Now, as I tossed next to him 

with the words, “I like you right now,” echoing through my head, I felt that I had my 

answer.  



 As we showered together that morning, I felt incredibly angry as he attempted to 

apply soap to my body while he flashed that Coalgate-ad smile at me. I was angry that 

that we weren’t on the same page—we didn’t have the same plan in mind. 

 A week later, I would tell him we could only be friends.   

 

What is it to succeed? 

 

 After ending a possible romance with Jim, I went home for Thanksgiving with 

two irritations looming over my head: one, I seemed to be destined for loneliness; and 

two, I had three weeks to write a script that was ninety pages minimum.  

 I was still angry with Jim, but I was even angrier with myself for letting myself 

slip into such a doomed state of being. I attempted to come to a solution as I lay in my 

mother’s bed and confessed to her my utter failure on this project. “Well, you’re going to 

have to do something,” she reminded me. “You only have three weeks. You have to come 

up with something.” 

 But, the honest truth was, I could only think about my failed attempt at romance. 

What confused me most was that I couldn’t exactly explain why I had liked Jim, 

therefore, I couldn’t explain why I was currently so disappointed. But, I was, and it hurt. 

And then I realized, I might have never liked Jim but only the abstraction of him. He was 

a beautiful PhD student, and this made him appear to be the perfect candidate for a 

logical relationship. It was the narrative of what I thought we could be that I desired. I 

had been chasing a story and had to come to terms with reality. I stopped being angry 

with Jim. I felt that I was the wrong one.  



 In that second, upon realizing this, I understood what Cathy’s story in fact had to 

be. The story wouldn’t be about her doing whatever it took to write a book on an 

outrageous affair, but it would be about her coming into conflict with reality versus 

narrative. She would have to deal with the consequences of living within a story instead 

of recognizing reality. 

 Now that I understood her development, a wave of inspiration flooded my body. I 

began to write, starting over from page one. That week, I wrote every day, and the next 

week I would come to write nonstop. By the end of two weeks, I had written 120 pages 

and had an entire week to edit them. I felt I had succeeded.  

 In a way, I succeeded indeed. I received an A- and got into the screenwriting sub 

concentration. I could indeed follow the path I had once held onto with great force. But, I 

was differed from the rewrite class due to a class overflow, and my professor still wasn’t 

totally satisfied. “Now, you need to focus on Cathy’s lover’s development,” his 

comments explained to me.  

 The moment I read his comments, I felt tired of stories. I felt tired of my inability 

to tell them perfectly, and I felt tired of their utter pliability. Not to mention, I still 

thought of the suicide producer. I didn’t want to write for television. I didn’t want to 

write. I had succeeded, but I was still lost.  

 

 

 

 

 



What is it to journey? 

 

 I spent the next semester trying to piece together an idea of where my life could 

possibly go. By curiosity, I stumbled into a documentary theory class, and worked and 

made a documentary film on Street Art in Detroit.  

 On our first film shoot, I had no idea how to control the situation. My crew and I 

took a school vehicle into Detroit and began poking around a neighborhood with 

community art and gardens. The situation felt incredibly unstable, but there was 

something thrilling about trying to find a story that was utterly out of my control. As I 

gazed upon the gardens that were still recovering from winter’s toll, I couldn’t help but 

smile. This was a journey. 

 While we were searching through the neighborhood, a woman named Patricia 

inquired on what we were doing. We asked if we could interview her, and she happily 

took us into her home. It was strange what happened to her as she sat in front of the 

camera. Her face lit up, and her words became instantly charged with passion as she 

spoke about her community. Her husband reclined in the living room, happy to watch his 

wife interview. “This is her time,” he stated.  

 I knew the film was likely me being oversentimental, but I couldn’t help to feel 

moved by the experience. A stranger had invited me into her home and she had unfolded 

before me like a blooming flower. I had sacrificed story for reality, and it felt incredibly 

powerful.  

 

 



What is it to be real? 

 

 Because I had learned to drop my anger toward Jim, I continued to hang out with 

him periodically the months after our break up. The summer after, however, we began to 

see each other regularly, but it wasn’t anything like before. I was extremely broke as I 

subletted for dirt cheap and worked at a cupcake bakery in between internships, and he 

would occasional give me his food while calling me his destitute little sister. We would 

go to drag shows together and talk about which men were attractive in the crowd (we had 

incredibly different taste). We would bitch about our boy drama over pizza while 

watching Rupaul’s Drag Race. It was clear that we weren’t interested in each other 

romantically, but I preferred this version of us much more. I wasn’t plotting and I wasn’t 

pretending—I was being authentic.  

 One night, after losing yet another relationship prospect with someone I had been 

seeing, I went to Jim’s house with eyes that sagged in disappointment. Knowing I was 

upset, he held me to sleep—not moving positions as he embraced me the entire night. For 

a brief moment, I forgot he was there as I pondered my sadness. But, running my hand 

along his forearm, I was reminded of the person next to me, and I could fall asleep 

feeling safe.  

  

 

 

 

 



What is it to live your life like a movie? 

 

 What is it to live your life like a movie? And, what movie would you want it to 

be? And, what genre in which would it exist? And, how would you be the hero? And, 

how would you reach your goal? To what extent do we always live in movies—forming 

narratives both visual and verbal to form ideas of our futures and our pasts? And, to what 

extent, do we compare our lives to the moving pictures, forming linear expectations that 

maybe we cannot meet? What does it mean to live in a fiction? What does it mean to live 

in a script? Living in an abstraction, how can you truly see yourself, and, more 

importantly, how can you truly see your world? How can you truly feel? What if reality is 

in fact better than fiction?  


